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ABSTRACT
User cold-start recommendation is a serious problem that limits the
performance of recommender systems (RSs). Recent studies have
focused on treating this issue as a few-shot problem and seeking solutions with model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML). Such methods
regard making recommendations for one user as a task and adapt
to new users with a few steps of gradient updates on the metamodel. However, none of those methods consider the limitation of
user representation learning imposed by the special task setting of
MAML-based RSs. And they learn a common meta-model for all
users while ignoring the implicit grouping distribution induced by
the correlation differences among users. In response to the above
problems, we propose a pretrained network modulation and task
adaptation approach (PNMTA) for user cold-start recommendation.
In the pretraining stage, a pretrained model is obtained with nonmeta-learning methods to achieve better user representation and
generalization, which can also transfer the learned knowledge to
the meta-learning stage for modulation. During the meta-learning
stage, an encoder modulator is utilized to realize the memorization and correction of prior parameters for the meta-learning task,
and a predictor modulator is introduced to condition the model
initialization on the task identity for adaptation steps. In addition,
PNMTA can also make use of the existing non-cold-start users
for pretraining. Comprehensive experiments on two benchmark
datasets demonstrate that our model can achieve significant and
consistent improvements against other state-of-the-art methods.
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1

INTRODUCTION

To alleviate the information overload problem caused by the explosive growth of data and provide convenience for users, recommender systems (RSs) predict items that may be of interest to
users by discovering their personalized preferences [8, 9, 18]. To
achieve better performance, traditional recommender models always require a large amount of user interaction data for training.
However, the interactions of new users are often insufficient and
sparse, which leads to the user cold-start problem [17, 37].
Since the advent of RSs, the user cold-start has been one of
the most important factors influencing its effectiveness [3]. Traditional solutions to this problem include adding the side information
of users or items to the model [6, 7, 63], introducing additional
knowledge (such as cross-domain RSs [20, 41, 64]), and developing approaches based on reinforcement learning (such as multiarmed bandit algorithms [13, 56]). Inspired by few-shot learning
[57], many promising works have attempted to solve this problem from the perspective of meta-learning [10, 23, 26, 62]. Owing
to its excellent performance and flexibility with respect to model
selection, model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) [14, 59] is one
of the most popular meta-learning-based frameworks for the user
cold-start problem. MAML-based RSs can learn a common initialization for all users and adapt to new users rapidly through gradient
updates.
However, most of the existing MAML-based RSs regard each
user as a task and train the model task by task (detailed in Section
3.1.1), which makes the input user feature vectors lack randomness and face the risk of overfitting [2, 10, 23, 24, 60]. Figure 1
demonstrates this problem. Specifically, in other machine learning
domains [14, 59], meta-learning-based methods do not affect the
randomness of data streams. Taking image classification as an example, under the setting of N -way K-shot, each meta-learning task
contains N classes of images, each class includes K images, and
the selection of these classes and images is performed randomly.
However, in MAML-based RSs, for the model regards user uk as a
task τk , and the form of the input data stream can be expressed as
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Figure 1: Applications of the MAML-based approach in image classification and RSs. The blue arrows indicate the order in which data flow into the model for training. Notably,
in image classification, data flow into the model with a random label order. However, in RSs, because the interactive
data are divided into different tasks according to different
users, the information and interactions of only one user are
available in one task.

[(uk ; i 1 ), (uk ; i 2 ), (uk ; i 3 )...(uk ; i n )], where each tuple is an interactive representation vector. It is obvious that the model only receives
the feature vector of user uk in task τk . From the perspective of the
training process, the data stream received by the recommendation
model is grouped according to the given users, which greatly weakens the representation and generalization abilities of the model.
In addition, the existing MAML-based RSs usually generate a
common meta-model for all users [10, 23, 26, 55, 60]. However,
different from other domains, according to the research of collectivism in social psychology [4, 45], personalized human preferences
present obvious implicit grouping distributions (proved in Section
4.7). For users with substantially different preference distributions,
it is unwise to generate a common initial meta-model that is close
to all of them. These methods not only make the learning process
unsmooth and increase the difficulty of convergence but also reduce
the quality of the knowledge learned by the resulting model which
makes it difficult to adapt the obtained model to new tasks [53, 58].
We show the details of this issue in Figure 2.
To this end, we design a pretrained network modulation and
task adaptation approach called PNMTA for the above two problems. For the first problem, inspired by the schema theory in cognitive psychology [43], we propose a novel transfer learning method
for MAML-based RSs with pretraining and encoder modulation.
Through pretraining with randomly ordered data and parameter modulating with memory, the representation and generalization abilities of the model can be significantly improved. For the
second problem, inspired by two main meta-learning techniques,
model-based and model-agnostic meta-learning, we propose a taskadaptive predictor and a predictor modulator that can discover and
utilize the implicit tasks distribution. The task encoder is first built
and estimate the input user’s identity, then the predictor modulator generates modulation parameters based on this identity to
condition the initialized predictor for more accurate adaptation. In
addition, different from the previous methods that only train models with cold-start users, PNMTA can utilize all users’ interactions
(including non-cold-start users) during pretraining to enrich the
output representations of users and items.
To summarize, the main contributions of our work are as follows:
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Figure 2: The previous MAML-based approaches (a) and our
approach (b). In the previous approaches, each user’s model
is adapted from a common meta-model (the purple arrows).
These approaches assume that users have a uniform distribution and ignore the implicit grouping effect of users. Our
approach includes two steps, network modulation (the blue
arrows) and task adaptation (the purple arrows), to obtain
a model for each user. The network can be premodulated
according to the identity of the given task to activate the implicit user groups and then adapted to specific users through
a few gradient descent steps. (This figure is an intuitive toy
display of this distribution phenomenon. In real situations,
each user’s preference belongs to different groups.)
• We propose a novel meta-learning-based RS framework called
PNMTA for the user cold-start problem. Our model includes
an encoder, a predictor, and two modulators (an encoder
modulator and a predictor modulator).
• To achieve superior representation learning performance, we
propose a meta-transfer learning approach based on pretraining and modulation. For the user group distribution problem
commonly faced by RSs, we design a two-step meta-learning
method based on network modulation and task adaptation.
• Extensive experimental results on two benchmark datasets
show that PNMTA outperforms several state-of-the-art metalearning-based recommenders.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Meta-Learning
Meta-learning is an emerging machine learning framework that
gains general experience from several related tasks and applies this
experience to improve its future learning performance on novel
tasks [19]. This "learning to learn" optimization strategy is better
aligned with human learning and achieves good results in many
domains, such as few-shot learning [42], reinforcement learning [1],
unsupervised learning [28], neural architecture search [12, 25, 35],
and hyper-parameter optimization [15].
The existing meta-learning models can be divided into three categories. 1) Metric-based meta-learning frameworks [22, 40, 48, 51].
These methods obtain metric functions to measure the similarity levels among different tasks. Although excellent results have
been produced in many domains, it is nontrivial to apply such
approaches to complex tasks. 2) Model-based meta-learning frameworks [16, 29, 30, 34, 38]. These frameworks learn to adjust the
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employed neural network or external memory according to the
input training data to generate parameters that modulate the base
models. These methods can accurately obtain the representations
of tasks to optimize models, but they exhibit limited generalization on new tasks. 3) Model-agnostic meta-learning frameworks
[14, 32, 36, 46]. The goals of these frameworks are to obtain taskspecific initializations through gradient updates. Benefiting from
their flexibility in terms of model selection, these methods are applied in many domains. However, the fact that such models adapt
to all tasks from a common initialization limits their performance
in cases with unbalanced task distributions [53, 58].

2.2

User Cold-Start Recommendation

User cold-start recommendation is an unavoidable problem in RSs
[17] that seriously affects the experiences of new users and reduces
the user retention rate. Early methods focused on incorporating
side-information into collaborative filtering to alleviate this problem
[52, 54]. With the deepening of research, a variety of methods have
been introduced, such as active learning [65], curriculum learning
[61], transfer learning [27], interview-based approaches [13], and
social-based approaches [39].
Recent research on meta-learning has provided another perspective to solve the user cold-start problem by regarding it as a fewshot problem [5, 11, 47, 50, 62, 66]. Among the developed methods,
MAML is the most popular framework and has shown outstanding
results. MeLU [23] is a MAML-based recommendation model that
regards making recommendations for a user as one task and divides
the model parameters into two groups for optimization, and most
of the follow-up MAML-based methods are based on it. MetaCS [2]
follows a method similar to that of MeLU and it performs gradient
descent on all parameters during the local update process. MetaHIN
[26] introduces heterogeneous information networks (HINs) into
MAML-based RSs to enrich user and item information. Two recent
works follow similar goals to the predictor modulation in our model:
MAMO [10] enhances the accuracy of task adaptation with external
memory modules, and PAML [60] utilizes an task-adaptive learning
rate to improve the resulting model’s performance on major and
minor users simultaneously.

3 FRAMEWORK OF PNMTA
3.1 Overview
3.1.1 Problem Definition. We consider the user cold-start recommendation to be a few-shot problem and solve it with meta-learning.
Therefore, we first define this problem. Suppose that there are a
user set U and an item set I in an RS. The interaction xu,i between
user u ∈ U and item i ∈ I is represented as a tuple (u, i), and yu,i is
the corresponding rating. We regard making recommendations for
user u as a task τu , which is denoted as [xu,i 1 , xu,i 2 , xu,i 3 , ...xu,i Nu ],
where Nu is the number of interactions in τu . According to the acsup
tual RS, task τu is divided into a variable-length support set τu =
qr y

N +N

s
q
Ns
{xu,i n }n=1
and a fixed-length query set τu
= {xu,i n }n=N
,
s +1
sup
qr y
where Ns and Nq are the numbers of interactions in τu and τu ,
respectively, and Ns + Nq = Nu . Finally, our goal is to acquire a
meta-model from existing users (tasks) and adapt it to novel users
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Table 1: Notations.
Notation
U,I
Dx , Dτ
D t r ain , D t est
R, R ′
E, P
M e , Mp
xu,i = (u, i)
ŷu,i , yu,i
τu
sup qr y
τu , τu
(∗; ∗)
d(∗)
p(MLPhl )
θ e , θ e∗
θp , θp ′
ϕ e , ϕp
ω
υ xu,i , υu , υh
ρ, α, β

Explanation
user set and item set
interaction data and task data
training data and test data
meta-model and task-specific model
encoder and predictor
modulators of the encoder and predictor
interaction between u and i
predicted rating and real rating of i by u
task of u
support and query sets of τu
concatenation operation
dimensionality of vector ∗
number of parameters in the l-th layer
parameters of the encoder and
pretrained encoder
predictor parameters of R and R ′
parameters of Me and Mp
modulation parameters of P
vectors of xu,i , τu and output of hidden layers
learning rates of the pretraining,
meta-adaptation and meta-update processes

(tasks) through gradient updates. The notations in this paper are
summarized in Table 1.
3.1.2 Model Structure. PNMTA consists of four parts: an encoder
E with parameters θ e for generating embedding vectors υ xu,i and
υu (detailed in Section 3.2.1), a predictor P with parameters θp for
outputting ratings ŷ (detailed in Section3.2.2), and two modulators
Me and Mp with parameters ϕ e and ϕp for conditioning the encoder and predictor networks, respectively (detailed in Section 3.3.1
and 3.3.2). The two modulators principles are different: the encoder
modulator indirectly adjusts the pretrained encoder by updating its
own parameters, and the predictor modulator receives the output
υu from the task encoder to compute the user-specific modulation
parameters ω for the predictor with neural networks.
We divide the training process of PNMTA into three steps: pretraining (detailed in Section 3.4.1), meta-adaptation (detailed in
Section 3.4.2), and meta-updating (detailed in Section 3.4.3). During
pretraining, PNMTA obtains θ e through an interaction data stream
in random order. In meta-adaptation, θ e and θp are modulated, and
a few steps of gradient descent are performed on the prior parameters θp of the meta-model for user u. During meta-updating, ϕ e , ϕp
and θp are updated and then the meta-adaptation of the next task
starts. We show the framework of PNMTA in Figure 3.

3.2

Recommender

3.2.1 Encoder: (xu,i , θ e ) → υ xu, i , υ xu,i → υu . We introduce an
encoder E to convert interaction xu,i (with Ei ) or task τu (with
Eτ ) into an embedding vectors υ xu, i or υu . First, we represent
user demographic information and the contents of items as onep P
q Q
hot vectors (or integers) {cu }p=1
and {c i }q=1 , respectively, where
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Figure 3: The overall framework of PNMTA. The model optimization process is divided into three steps: pretraining (step 1),
meta-adaptation (step 2), and meta-updating (step 3). The pretraining step takes the interactions as inputs, and the other two
steps take the tasks as inputs. The model structure consists of an encoder, a predictor, and two modulators.
P and Q are the numbers of user and item features. Then, these
vectors are encoded into feature vectors by their corresponding
embedding matrices. Finally, all the feature vectors are concatenated
to constitute the interaction vector. The formula for doing so is
described as follows:
Q Q

υ xu,i = Ei (cu , c i ) = [θ e1u cu1 ; ...; θ ePu cuP ; θ e1i c i1 ; ...; θ ei c i ]

(1)

In addition, the task vectors are obtained from the interaction vectors contained in each task with a fusion function Eτ :
Nu
υu = Eτ ({υ xu,i }i=1
)

(2)

The function Eτ can be a neural network, an attention-based layer,
or an average pooling layer. In this paper, we choose an average
pooling layer as the default fusion operator.
3.2.2 Predictor: (υ xu,i , θp ) → ŷ. Given the interaction vector υ xu, i ,
we obtain the corresponding prediction ŷ of the real rating y through
the predictor P:
ŷ = P(υ xu,i ) = MLPθp (υ xu,i )

(3)

The predictor P in this paper denotes a multilayer perceptron (MLP)
with parameters θp .

3.3

Modulators

3.3.1 Encoder Modulator: (θ e , ϕ e ) → θ e ′ . The pretrained parameters θ e∗ learned from the interactions contain the generalized representations of users and items. We need to develop an encoder modulator Me to further modulate this knowledge to meta-learning tasks.
Compared with the traditional pretraining approach, PNMTA has
different optimization goals in the pretraining and meta-training
stages. Therefore, Me needs to eliminate the gap between different optimization goals while retaining the ability to accurately
represent users and items. Notably, simply fixing θ e during the
meta-training phase does not meet this goal, but not fixing it will
lead to the memory forgetting problem.
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Schema theory was proposed in Gestalt psychology, the predecessor of cognitive psychology. A schema is a pattern for humans
to understand the world or a mental structure of preconceived
ideas that constantly evolves under the influence of environment
and personal experience. The evolution of schemata is divided into
assimilation (means absorption) and accommodation (means distortion).
Inspired by this, we consider the pretrained parameters θ e∗ from
the perspective of schema theory, and then modulate them with
operations similar to assimilation and accommodation:
θ e = Me (θ e∗ ) = ϕ ew · θ e∗ + ϕ eb

(4)

where ϕ ew ∈ RN f , ϕ eb ∈ Rdemb , and θ e∗ ∈ Rdemb ∗N f , where N f
denotes the size of each feature vector. Each feature dimension of
the encoder parameter matrix θ e is considered an entire concept,
that is, a schema. Modulation is performed on each dimension without disassembly, and the weight and bias simulate assimilation and
accommodation, respectively. This method is named channel-wise
modulation. In addition, we also propose several other modulators,
such as channel-wise (w/o bias) (-Cb), element-wise (-E), elementwise (w/o bias) (-Eb), scale (-S), and scale&shift (-SS) modulators,
and their detailed descriptions are included in Appendix A.
3.3.2 Predictor Modulator: (υu , ϕp ) → ω, (θp , ω) → θp ′ . For the
initialization of predictor P, we introduce a predictor modulator
Mp to pre-activate the implicit grouping distribution of user u
according to its embedding vector υu given by the task encoder
Eτ . First, the task-specific modulation parameters ω for each block
д
of P are generated by additional task-aware modules Mp , and
the vectors ω contain the task distribution feature of each user.
The generation of a modulation vector ω l for the l-th layer in the
predictor network is denoted as:
д(l )

ω l = Mp (υu ) = MLPϕ l (υu )
p

(5)
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Then, ω is divided into two components ωw and ωb . The output
activation υh of each hidden layer in the predictor network are
modulated by their corresponding ω l by modulator module Mph :
l
υhl = Mph (υhl ) = ωw
⊙ υhl + ωbl
(6)
The above modulation process is named feature-wise linear modulation (-FiLM), which can be viewed as a more generic form of attention mechanism. We set the FiLM layer between the connection
layer and active layer. If batch normalization layers are included,
the FiLM layer is set behind them. We also investigate another modulator called softmax attention (-SA) for comparison. More details
are included in Appendix A.

3.4

Optimization

3.4.1 Pretraining. During pretraining, we optimize the parameters
θ e and θp through a traditional training process to minimize the
loss of interaction data Dx and obtain a pretrained initialization of
the encoder E. First, an interaction sampler Sx randomly samples
xu,i from Dx . Then, the predicted rating ŷu,i of xu,i is inferred by
the recommender:
ŷu,i = P(E(xu,i ))
(7)

After that, the task encoder Eτ estimates the user identity acsup qr y
cording to its interactions τu = (τu , τu ) and generates the corresponding user vector υu by υu = E(τu ). The predictor modulatorMp
receives this vector and generates corresponding modulation parameters {ω l }lL=1 for each layer of the predictor network by ω l =
д(l )

Mp (υu ) to activate the user’s implicit grouping distribution for
the following task adaptation step. The modulated predictor provides rating predictions ŷu,i for the interactions in the support set
sup
τu according to the interaction vectors υ x by ŷu,i = P(υ xu,i ).
sup
Finally, we calculate the MSE loss Lu of the modulated model
sup
on the support set τu and update the predictor parameter θp to
adapt to user u:
Õ
1
sup
(R(xu,i ) − yu,i )2
(10)
Lu =
Ns
sup
xu,i ∈τu

sup

θp ′ = θp − α▽θp Lu

(θ e , θp , ϕ e , ϕp )

(11)

R′

At this point, we obtain the task-specific model
with predictor
parameters θp ′ .
During serving, the same procedure of meta-adaptation is used
to obtain novel task-specific models R ′ for new users.

We use the mean square error (MSE) as the loss function of
pretraining:
1 Õ
(ŷu,i − yu,i )2
(8)
L pt =
Nx

3.4.3 Meta-Update. To evaluate the performance of the task-specific
model R ′ and optimize the meta-model R, we calculate the preqr y
qr y
diction loss Lu of R ′ on the query set τu and minimize it by
updating R:
Õ
1
qry
Lu =
(R ′ (xu,i ) − yu,i )2
(12)
Nq
qr y

u,i

where N is the number of interactions in the training set.
Finally, the recommender parameters θ e and θp are updated
through gradient descent:
θ ∗ = θ ∗ − ρ▽θ ∗ L pt (θ e , θp ), (∗ ∈ (e, p))
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xu,i ∈τu

qr y

θp = θp − β▽θp Lu

(9)

In addition, unlike meta-training, which takes cold-start users
as tasks, pretraining is not restricted by the given task settings.
Therefore, we can use interaction data obtained from not only coldstart users but also non-cold-start users to further improve the
encoder’s representation capabilities. The model pretrained on all
available data is named PNMTA (Full-PT).
However, to be fair, we still use the PNMTA model, which is pretrained on the same data as those used by the meta-learning-based
baseline methods, as the basic model in experiments to explore the
improvement derived from model structure instead of data. PNMTA
(Full-PT) is used as an ablation model in comparative experiments
and we will discuss more about it in Section 4.5. The pseudocode
of the pretraining procedure is given in Appendix B.
3.4.2 Meta-Adaptation. The aim of meta-adaptation is to obtain a
task-specific model for each user from the meta-model through the
two-step optimization of network modulation and task adaptation.
After pretraining, the encoder parameters θ e are kept fixed, the
parameters θp and ϕp of the predictor P and its modulator Mp are
initialized randomly, and the parameters ϕ ew and ϕ eb of the encoder
modulator Me are initialized to 1 and 0, respectively. This initial
model is denoted as the meta-model R.
During meta-adaptation, we introduce a task sampler Sτ to
randomly sample a task from Dτ . First, the encoder E is modulated
by θ e = Me (θ e ), and the interactions xu,i in task τu are encoded
into interaction vectors υ xu,i by υ xu,i = Ei (xu,i ).
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(θ e , θp ′, ϕ e , ϕp )

qr y
ϕ ∗ = ϕ ∗ − β▽ϕ∗ Lu (θ e , θp ′, ϕ e , ϕp ), (∗

∈ (e, p))

(13)
(14)

After the meta updating, model R completes a round of metatraining, and then it starts the meta-adaptation process for the next
user. We describe the concrete procedure in the form of pseudocode
in Appendix B.

3.5

Time Complexity

Due to the calculation of the Hessian matrix, MAML-based methods
usually suffer from high time complexity [44]. We analyze the time
complexity of PNMTA to evaluate the efficiency of its optimization
and inference. For simplicity, we assume that the predictor P contains l layers, the number of neurons in each layer is n, and the
encoder contains m matrices with the sizes of a · b. Since only P is
updated during meta-adaptation (i.e., the local update in MAML),
we only need to estimate its second derivatives. Other modules
perform gradient updates during meta-updating (i.e., the global
update in MAML), which does not bring much additional burden
to the model. Overall, the back propagation time complexity of
pretraining can be approximated as O(l · n 2 + m · a · b), and the
time complexity of back propagation during meta-training can be
approximated as O(l · n3 ). In addition, benefitting from the representation learning ability brought by pretraining, PNMTA can
converge through a few epochs of meta-training, which also alleviates the impact of the Hessian matrix by reducing the overall time
complexity of meta-training.
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Table 2: Experimental results of different models on MovieLens-1M and Bookcrossing. For the MAE and RMSE, smaller values
are better, and vice versa for NDCG@3 and NDCG@5. The best results are marked in bold, and the second-best results are
marked by underline.

Model
MeLU
MetaCS-DNN
s2 Meta
MetaEmb
MetaHIN
MAMO
TaNP
PAML
MAML-PT
PNMTA (w/o PT)
PNMTA
PNMTA (Full-PT)

4

MAE
0.7561
0.7609
0.7594
0.7983
0.7344
0.7458
0.7260
0.7199
0.7233
0.7364
0.6921
0.6963

MovieLens-1M
RMSE NDCG@3
0.9547
0.9655
0.9589
0.9963
0.9278
0.9317
0.9088
0.9222
0.9119
0.9239
0.8797
0.8825

0.8829
0.8810
0.8775
0.8671
0.8896
0.8808
0.8835
0.8913
0.8875
0.8866
0.8993
0.9007

NDCG@5

MAE

0.8894
0.8867
0.8835
0.8694
0.8932
0.8914
0.8991
0.8948
0.9021
0.8889
0.9042
0.9016

1.6789
1.6645
1.6442
1.7131
1.6855
1.6576
1.6396
1.6223
1.6460
1.6544
1.6058
1.6005

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the performance
of PNMTA and answer the following research questions (RQs):
RQ1 : How well does PNMTA perform compared to its ablation
models and the state-of-the-art methods?
RQ2 : How do different modulators affect the performance of
PNMTA?
RQ3 : Does full pretraining make PNMTA remain stable even with
few cold-start users? How does the number of interactions
in the support set affect PNMTA?
RQ4 : How is PNMTA impacted by its hyperparameters?
RQ5 : In addition to the improvement in recommendation performance, does PNMTA actually learn better user representations? Can this be seen visually?

4.1

Datasets

We evaluate PNMTA on two public benchmark datasets: MovieLens1M 1 and Bookcrossing 2 . MovieLens-1M is a widely used dataset
with user ratings on movies, and Bookcrossing contains user ratings
on books obtained from the Book-Crossing community.
We regard users with rating counts between 13 and 100 as coldstart users. The last 10 rating records of each user are used as the
query set, and the rest are used as the support set.

4.2

Setup

4.2.1 Evaluation Metrics. We utilize the following metrics to evaluate the compared recommendation models: the mean average error
(MAE), root mean squard Error (RMSE), and normalized discounted
cumulative gain (NDCG)@K (K = 3, 5). For each metric, consistent
with previous works [10, 23, 24, 26], we calculate the average results for all users from the query sets in the test set. More details
regarding these metrics are included in Appendix C.1.
1 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
2 http://www2.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~cziegler/BX/
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Bookcrossing
RMSE NDCG@3
1.9626
1.9570
1.9688
2.1242
2.0328
1.9674
1.9631
1.9598
1.9833
1.9669
1.8722
1.8947

0.8346
0.8269
0.8283
0.8177
0.8091
0.8359
0.8427
0.8394
0.8316
0.8374
0.8568
0.8411

NDCG@5
0.8391
0.8274
0.8388
0.8255
0.8111
0.8386
0.8435
0.8466
0.8333
0.8389
0.8596
0.8432

4.2.2 Compared Models. We compare our approach with the following meta-learning-based state-of-the-art methods: MeLU [23],
MetaCS-DNN [2], s2 Meta [11], MetaEmb [33], MetaHIN [26],
MAMO [10], TaNP [24], and PAML [60]. More details about these
baseline methods are described in Appendix C.2.
4.2.3 Hyperparameters and Implementation Details. The hyperparameters and implementation details of PNMTA and the baseline
models can be found in Appendices C.3 and C.4.

4.3

Performance Comparison (RQ1)

We compare the performance of PNMTA with that of its ablation
models and the baseline models. MAML-PT denotes the pretrained
PNMTA model without modulators and the pretrained parameters
of its encoder are not fixed during meta-training, i.e., the pretrained
MAML. PNMTA (w/o PT) denotes PNMTA without pretraining.
PNMTA (Full-PT) denotes PNMTA pretrained with cold-start and
non-cold-start users. The experimental results are shown in Table
2. More ablation experiments about the modulators are introduced
in Section 4.4.
From the experimental results, we draw the following conclusions: 1) PNMTA outperforms other state-of-the-art methods with
significant improvements on both datasets in terms of four metrics. For example, PNMTA achieves 4.01-13.30% improvements on
MovieLens-1M and 1.62-5.71% improvements on Bookcrossing with
respect to the MAE. 2) Among all the compared baseline models,
MeLU and MetaCS-DNN are traditional MAML-based methods, and
they generally suffer from the problems we raised earlier. MetaEmb
is also based on MAML, but its solution is different from those of
other models. Its poor performance (ranked last) may be because
its meta-embedding generator is not fit for the prediction of users’
rating of items.MetaHIN incorporates HINs into the MAML-based
RS, but this also brings additional construction costs. Its performance on Bookcrossing is not excellent. One possible reason for
this is that this dataset is sparse, which leads to less information
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Table 3: Ablation study of different modulators in terms of the MAE metric on MovieLens-1M and Bookcrossing, where
PNMTA-C-FiLM is our basic PNMTA model. The best result is marked in bold, and the second-best results are marked by
underline.
MovieLens-1M

-E

-Eb

-C

-Cb

-S

-SS

w/o EM

-Fix

-SA
-FiLM
w/o PM

0.7178
0.7125
0.7274

0.7344
0.7287
0.7296

0.7126
0.6921
0.7315

0.7082
0.6998
0.7108

0.7268
0.7249
0.7160

0.7233
0.7076
0.7134

0.7391
0.7284
0.7233

0.7417
0.7441
0.7478

Bookcrossing

-E

-Eb

-C

-Cb

-S

-SS

w/o EM

-Fix

-SA
-FiLM
w/o PM

1.6355
1.6322
1.6569

1.6481
1.6270
1.6432

1.6158
1.6058
1.6377

1.6065
1.6196
1.6364

1.6221
1.6359
1.6399

1.6305
1.6351
1.6508

1.6366
1.6458
1.6460

1.6665
1.6534
1.6724

Figure 4: Impact of Ns .

Figure 6: Sensitivity to the embedding size.

Figure 5: Impact of cold-start users.

Figure 7: Sensitivity to the number of meta-adaptation steps.

contained in its meta paths. MAMO introduces additional memory modules to accurately adapt to different users; this is similar
to the goal of PNMTA’s predictor modulator. However, MAMO
requires more hyperparameters to adjust its feature-specific and
task-specific memory, while PNMTA can learn to modulate predictors without additional hyperparameters. s2 Meta and TaNP are
not model-agnostic methods, so their model structures are more restricted. PAML achieves improved recommendation effects for both
major and minor users, but it does not consider highly fine-grained
distinctions among users. 3) The performance of MAML-PT and
PNMTA (w/o PT) is worse than that of PNMTA, which proves that
modulators and pretraining are both necessary. 4) Compared with
PNMTA, PNMTA (Full-PT) does not obtain a significant improvement from additional pretraining data.
We also plot the training curves of the models during the metatraining process. See Appendix D for more details.

The MAE results of PNMTA with different modulators are detailed
in Table 3, where -Fix and w/o PM denote the model without an
encoder modulator or predictor modulator, respectively, and w/o
EM denotes that the pretrained encoder parameters are not fixed
in meta-training and without modulation.
From the experimental results, we observe that PNMTA-C-FiLM
(i.e. PNMTA) achieves the best result, and PNMTA-Cb-FiLM and
PNMTA-Cb-SA are the second-best models on MovieLens-1M and
Bookcrossing, respectively. Regarding the encoder modulators,
PNMTA-E and PNMTA-Eb perform worse than PNMTA-C and
PNMTA-Cb since element-wise modulators result in too many parameters and damage the integrity of the schema. PNMTA-S and
PNMTA-SS do not achieve significantly improved performance because feature-wise modulation is not applicable to encoded vectors.
The performance of PNMTA (w/o) is better than that of PNMTAFix, which shows that due to the gap between the pretraining and

4.4
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meta-training tasks, only fixing the pretraining parameters without
modulation can damage the representation learning ability of the
model. In terms of the predictor modulators, although PNMTA-SA
achieves improvements over PNMTA (w/o PM), it is still not as
good as PNMTA-FiLM.

4.5

Impact of Data (RQ3)

We change the maximum value of Ns to investigate the impact of
the size of the support set on the models. We select MeLU, MAMLPT, PNMTA (w/o PT), and PNMTA for the experiment and report
the MAE performances achieved on the two datasets in Figure 4.
We observe that with a larger support set, all models achieve better
performance. With the reduction in the number of items in support
set, compared to MeLU and PNMTA (w/o PT), PNMTA and MAMLPT exhibit more stable results. Overall, PNMTA is better than other
models.
We also set different percentages of cold-start users for the training data and report the MAE performance of MeLU, PNMTA (FullPT), and PNMTA on both datasets in Figure 5. According to the
experimental results, the performances of all models improve with
the increase in the number of cold-start users, and PNMTA and
PNMTA (Full-PT) always perform better than MeLU. It is worth
noting that when there are fewer available cold-start users, the
improvement of PNMTA (Full-PT) over PNMTA is more obvious,
which proves that full pretraining can produce more advantages
when the meta-training data are less.

4.6

Hyperparameter Analysis (RQ4)

Here we consider the sensitivity of PNMTA and its ablation models
to two main hyperparameters: the embedding size of each feature
and the number of meta-adaptation steps. We plot the experimental
results in Figures 6 and 7 in terms of the MAE metric. We observe
that PNMTA performs better than the ablation models in most
cases and is not very sensitive to these parameters. Therefore, we
can appropriately reduce the embedding size and the number of
meta-adaptation steps to improve the efficiency of PNMTA.

4.7

Figure 8: The 2-D visualizations with t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [49] of the user vectors obtained on MovieLens-1M. The colors and styles of points represent user ages.

pretraining, and the encoder modulator makes it perform well on
meta-learning tasks while maintaining this advantage. Overall, it is
certain that PNMTA does indeed achieve better user representation
performance than other methods.

5

Visualization (RQ5)

To study the improvement achieved by PNMTA in terms of user representation, we visualize the user vectors generated by the following
four models: (a) MeLU with 1 training epoch, (b)MeLU with 30 training epochs, (c) The pretrained PNMTA without meta-training, and
(d) The pretrained PNMTA with 10 meta-training epochs. These
vectors are processed into 2-dimensions through dimensionality
reduction, and the user ages are highlighted by different colors and
styles. We show the results in Figure 8.
First, according to (a) and (b), we observe that the user representation vectors generated by MeLU have a low degree of discrimination and a high degree of overlap in the embedding space,
and the users are not differentiated by age. After model training,
this situation is not changed. Second, from (b) and (c), we find that
PNMTA obtains an excellent user representation capability through
pretraining. In the meta-training stage, it can maintain this ability
without over-fitting the meta-training data or encountering the
memory forgetting problem. This indicates that PNMTA acquires
better user representations than those of existing methods through
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a novel approach called PNMTA for user
cold-start recommendation. PNMTA can obtain excellent representation learning capabilities from pretraining, and then incorporate the pretrained knowledge into meta-training through encoder modulation. By combining model-agnostic and model-based
meta-learning methods, PNMTA utilizes an additional predictor
modulator to activate the implicit grouping distribution characteristics of users according to their identities, thereby conditioning
the network parameters adapt to novel users more accurately and
rapidly. Extensive experiments on two benchmark datasets show
that PNMTA consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
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A

MODULATOR DETAILS

C EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
C.1 Evaluation Metrics

We describe the details of other encoder and predictor modulators
in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

B

The formulas of the utilized evaluation metrics are as follows:
Õ
1 Õ
1
yu,i − ŷu,i
(15)
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PSEUDOCODE

τu ∈Dτ

The pseudo codes of pretraining and meta-training are shown in
Algorithm 1 and 2, respectively.
Algorithm 1: Pretraining procedure of PNMTA.
Input: Interaction data D x , Hyper-parameters ρ.
Output: Pretrained encoder parameters θ e∗ .
1 Randomly initialize θ e and θ p .
2 while not convergence do
3
for xu,i ∈ D x do
4
PRETRAINING:
5
Encode interaction xu,i into υ xu,i with Ei by Eq. 1;
6
Get prediction rating ŷu,i of yu,i with P by Eq. 3;
pt
7
Calculate loss Lu,i by Eq. 8;
8
Update parameters θ e and θp of E and P by Eq. 9;
9
end
10 end
∗
11 θ e ← θ e .
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C.2

Baseline Methods

The detailed description of the baseline models is as follows:
• MeLU [23] is a MAML-based recommendation model that
regards predicting the preferences of each user as one task
and performs updates through meta-optimization. Its embedding layer parameters are only changed during global
updates and are fixed during local updates.
• MetaCS-DNN [2] follows an idea similar to that of MeLU,
which is also a MAML-based method for the cold-start problem. The difference is that its embedding layer parameters
are also updated during local updates.
• s2 Meta [11] is a meta-learning-based approach for sequential recommendation. It uses update and stop controllers
to generate scenario-specific learning settings for different
scenarios.
• MetaEmb [33] is a MAML-based approach that improves
click-through-rate predictions by generating desirable initial
embeddings for new ad IDs with their contents and attributes.
We employ this method to generate new user embeddings
for the user cold-start problem.
• MetaHIN [26] integrates HINs into MAML to alleviate the
cold-start problem at the data and model levels. It proposes a
semantic-enhanced task constructor to capture HIN-based semantics under the meta-learning setting and a co-adaptation
meta-learner to learn the general knowledge to adapt to
multifaceted semantics.
• MAMO [10] is a memory-augmented MAML-based approach
with two memory matrices. To accurately adapt to users who
exhibit different gradient directions from those of the majority of training users, this method uses feature-specific
memories to guide the model with personalized parameter
initializations and task-specific memories to guide the model
quickly predicting user preference.
• TaNP [24] is a meta-learning recommender based on the
neural process that associates making recommendations for
each user with a corresponding stochastic process. TaNP
directly maps the observed interactions of each user to a
predictive distribution, and it contains a task-adaptive mechanism to balance the capacity and adaptation reliability of
the model.

Algorithm 2: Meta-training procedure of PNMTA.
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Input: Pretrained encoder parameters θ e∗ ,
Hyper-parameters α and β.
Output: Meta-model R with parameters θ e , θp , ϕ e , and ϕp .
Randomly initialize θp and ϕp , θ e ← θ e∗ , ϕ ew ← 1, ϕ eb ← 0.
while note convergence do
for τu ∈ Dτ do
META-ADAPTATION: R → R ′
Modulate E with Me by Eq. 4;
Encoder interactions xu,i in τu into υ xu,i with Ei by
Eq.1;
Generate task vector υu for user u with Eτ by Eq. 2;
д
Calculate modulation vectors ω with Mp by Eq. 5;
Modulate P with Mph and ω by Eq. 6;
sup

for xu,i ∈ τu do
sup
Predict rating ŷu,i of xu,i from τu with P by
Eq. 3;
sup
Calculate loss Lu,i by Eq. 10;
′
Update θp to θp by Eq. 11;
end
META-UPDATE: R → R
qr y
Predict rating ŷu,i of xu,i from τu with P by Eq. 3;
qr y
Calculate loss Lu,i by Eq. 12;
Update θp , ϕ e , ϕp by Eq. 13,14;
end
end
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Table 4: Encoder modulators.
Modulator Me

Abbr

-Element-wise
-Element-wise (w/o bias)
-Channel-wise
-Channel-wise (w/o bias)
-Scale
-Scale&Shift

Equation
θe
θe
θe
θe
υx
υx

-E
-Eb
-C
-Cb
-S
-SS

Parameter count

= ϕ ew ⊙ θ e + ϕ eb
= ϕw ⊙ θ e
= ϕ ew · θ e + ϕ eb
= ϕ ew · θ e
= υ x ⊙ ϕ es
= υ x ⊙ ϕ ew + ϕ eb

2 ∗ d(cu ; c i ) ∗ d(υ x )
d(cu ; c i ) ∗ d(υ x )
2 ∗ d(cu ; c i )
d(cu ; c i )
d(υ x )
2 ∗ d(υ x )

Table 5: Predictor modulators.
Modulator Mp
-SoftMax attention
-Feature-wise
linear modulation

Abbr

Modulation network

Equation

-SA

υτ → MLP → So f tMax → ωa

-FiLM

υτ → MLP → [ωw ; ωb ]

υhl
υhl

• PAML [60] is a MAML-based approach with personalized
adaptive learning rates that improves recommendation performance by focusing on both the major and minor users. It
introduces a similarity-based method to find similar users
as references and a tree-based method to store user features
for fast searching.

=
=

Parameter count (for one block in predictor)

ωal

⊙ υhl
l ⊙ υl
ωw
h

[:−1]

p(MLPh
+ ωbl

[:−1]

p(MLPh

) + d(MLPh−1 ) ∗ d(υhl ) + d(υhl )

) + d(MLPh−1 ) ∗ d(υhl ) ∗ 2 + d(υhl ) ∗ 2

authors’ suggestions. In PNMTA, ρ, α and β are set to 0.01, 0.01 and
0.001, the number of meta-adaptation steps is 5, and the numbers
of pretraining and meta-training epochs are 20 and 15, respectively.
The activation function is Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [31], and
the model is optimized by Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam)
[21].

C.4

Implementation Details

The codes of MeLU 3 , s2 Meta 4 , MetaEmb 5 , MetaHIN 6 , MAMO
7 , and TaNP 8 are released. We modify their inputs and outputs to
fit our experimental settings. MetaCS-DNN is implemented based
on the code of MeLU, which has a similar idea of it. We implement
the version of PAML called Regularizer PAML (REG-PAML), which
preforms best in terms of the rating prediction according to the
reported results in the original paper. Our code is implemented with
PyTorch9 1.4.1 and Python10 3.6.8. All experiments are conducted
on a Linux server with a GPU (NVIDIA TITAN X) and CPU (Intel
Core i7-5930K), and the operating system is Ubuntu11 16.04.5.

D
Figure 9: Training curves of MeLU, MAML-PT, and PNMTA
on MovieLens-1M. The curves indicate the MAE results obtained on the test data after gradient-based updates and
modulation, and the bars represent the MAE gaps between
different models.

C.3

TRAINING PROCESS

We show the performance of MeLU, MAML-PT and PNMTA on
test data during the training process in Figure 9. 1) PNMTA always
exhibits a significant improvement over MeLU. 2) Benefiting from
the user representation ability obtained via pretraining, MAML-PT
performs better than MeLU but is unstable. 3) In the early stage of
meta-training, PNMTA and MAML-PT have similar results, but as
the training process progresses, the gap between them increases
and PNMTA shows better potential and stability.

Hyperparameters

For fairness, the embedding size of each feature vector is fixed to
32, and the predictors of all models are set to the same [d(υ x ) →
64 → 64 → 1] MLP. For all MAML-based methods, the global and
local learning rates are determined by grid searches in the range
of [1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001], each batch contains 32 tasks, and the
meta-adaptation steps are searched in the range of [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
We set the other model-specific hyperparameters according to the
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3 https://github.com/hoyeoplee/MeLU
4 https://github.com/THUDM/ScenarioMeta
5 https://github.com/Feiyang/MetaEmbedding
6 https://github.com/rootlu/MetaHIN
7 https://github.com/dongmanqing/Code-for-MAMO
8 https://github.com/IIEdm/TaNP
9 https://pytorch.org/
10 https://www.python.org/
11 https://ubuntu.com/

